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Abstract—As emphasis on Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Math (STEM) initiatives increase, students are at a fragile point
in their education. It is imperative that students learn core skills
like computer programming and procedural logic necessary to
living in today’s increasingly digital society. Our new game
Shapemaker solves these problems in game-based learning that
incorporates an engaging augmented reality interface.
ShapeMaker utilizes a table-based tactile interface that bridges
physical actions with digital results, allowing players to learn
basic concepts in programming by playing a card game.
Shapemaker aims to transform the process of introducing new
students to the world of programming and create a new, wider
demographic of computer programmers. This article is a
preliminary study of Shapemaker, documenting its concept,
current design, and directions for development.
Keywords-serious games; educational games; computer science
education; augmented reality;collaborative learning;

I.
INTRODUCTION
As emphasis on Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Math (STEM) initiatives increase, students are at a fragile point
in their education. It is imperative that students learn core skills
like computer programming and procedural logic necessary to
living in today’s increasingly digital society [1]. Unfortunately,
computer science students often find the basic concepts of
computer programming difficult to learn. This fundamental
educational challenge is widely recognized by educators as
particularly important in introductory computer science
curricula [2]. The challenge is to create situations where
students are motivated to learn the basic concepts and foster
enduring curiosity. So far, traditional approaches have had
limited success in creating these situations [2, 3].
Game-based learning offers a promising new method to
teach these basic programming concepts. This is due to the
highly engaging nature of digital games and their ability to
teach content in a way that students enjoy [4, 5]. Researchers
have demonstrated that these games’ designs can be as Prensky
and Gee argued—motivating, enjoyable and effective [6, 7, 8].
The difficulty in engaging beginner students of
programming emerges from the sharp differences between the
digital world and the analog world. Beginning programmers
obviously have limited experience in the digital world and need
a truly introductory experience. Current attempts to teach
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introductory programming are either too detailed or too
exploratory in nature.
Educational games like “Saving Sera”, “The Catacombs”,
and a modified version of “Kernel Panic” all incorporate the
syntax of programming into gameplay [6, 7]. These games
force players to write and implement code as part of gameplay
to entice them into real-world computer programming
languages. But there are two drawbacks to this approach. First,
the use of syntax limits gameplay. “Catacombs” asks players to
construct code through a series of multiple choice prompts, a
task almost as tedious and frustrating as coding [3]. Other
proposed solutions present a simple programming language
that players then utilize in the same manner as a professional
programmer, but within gameplay. Incorporating syntax into a
game is an admittedly difficult task that can only be used in a
very narrow range of scenarios. Second, the use of syntax
alienates players new to the concept of playing a game around
syntax. If a player doesn’t know computer programming
syntax, asking them to use syntax as part of a game is a
daunting requirement. This is because it requires them to learn
the rules of a new language and use that language almost
literally at the same time. In addition to this, they must also
acquire new concepts within this new language. Typically,
introductory philosophy and economics are not taught in a
language unfamiliar to the student, yet we continue to teach
function calls and memory allocation with strict syntaxes in
foreign computer languages. It is then apparent why interest in
computer technology often withers when students are
introduced to computer programming [2, 3]. This is particularly
true of children and secondary education students.
Environments like “Scratch” [9] and “Color Code” [10]
bypass the syntax of code for users, but don’t fold the
experience into the structure of the game. In Scratch, users can
create programs by dragging and dropping blocks and objects
on screen, while in Color Code, color crayon drawings are
used. Both solve the challenges of syntax by simplifying it to
an extremely intuitive level. In Scratch and Color Code, users
cannot write nonsense code. Randomly tinkering with their
color palette or reordering their programming blocks produces
new mappings, not a jumble of syntax followed by a compiler
error. Their ability to easily get results makes these
environments successful in engaging new programmers. But
without goals, competition, and structure, these introductory
environments lack the motivation and benefits held by games.
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Shapemaker seeks to bridge these two separate approaches into
an innovative approach to introduce students to programming.
II.

OVERVIEW

Our new game Shapemaker resolves these problems in an
engaging augmented reality interface. Shapemaker is a tablebased tactile interface that bridges physical actions with digital
results. Players learn basic concepts in programming by
playing a card game. The order and location of game cards are
interpreted by a custom computer-vision algorithm, to render
on screen results. Players can learn the basic concepts of
programming the same way they would learn to play Rummy
or Go Fish. The system encourages trial and error, and shows
clear connections between programming concepts and the
physicality of the game.
Shapemaker employs a table-based interaction that allows
players to organize playing cards to draw shapes on the
computer’s screen (see fig. 1). The game challenges players to
translate verbal criteria into computer graphics, programmed
with cards. Players compete against each other to see who can
fulfill each goal first. Whoever wins the most rounds wins the
entire game. As an added challenge, players can also play cards
to influence how their opponent’s code is compiled by the
computer. This helps make gameplay more engaging and fun
by adding variability and increasing player interaction.
Players become familiar with programming syntax and
structure through gameplay without having to learn the
complex details that real programming entails. As players
explore the concepts of computer programming within the
physical domain of the game, they form a conceptual
foundation for understanding computer programming.
Players also build rapport when they play together. This
rapport is integral to the learning experience embedded in
Shapemaker’s design. Players learn from each other as they
play. They may share code, sometimes when they win a level,
sometimes by imitating methods of their opponents, and
sometimes by using cards to render their opponent’s code
ineffective. After one session of gameplay, most players have
interacted more than they would in six weeks of a lecture
course. We expect this increased interaction will promote
player’s comfort in asking for help when learning more about
programming. Shapemaker aims to help build relationships

Figure 2. Setup of Shapemaker
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Figure 1. Front and back of a Shapemaker card

around a shared interest in programming, leading to greater
educational benefits similar to those found in pair
programming [11].
III.

IMPLEMENTATION

Shapemaker was programmed with the Processing Java
library and utilizes Daniel Shiffman’s QRCode library [12].
The game has three basic components: physical input, screen
based output and a data processing software application.
The physical implementation of Shapemaker includes two
game boards, a Plexiglas table, and a webcam. Every card has a
QRCode on its back. The front of each card has its name and
instructions on how that card is played in the game (see fig. 2).
The syntax for the represented Processing command is also
printed on the front of each card. The cards were designed to be
colorful but simple, combining motifs from computer
programming and QRCodes with an appealing aesthetic design.
The blocky designs are meant to evoke both QRCodes and the
punch cards of early computers.
To play, the cards are placed, QRCode facing down, into
slots in the game board. These slots are labeled to help players
organize their cards. The slots also help align and order the
QRCodes to promote fast and accurate parsing of the code
data. Players stand on opposite sides of the game board, with a
vertical shield to obscure each player’s cards from the other.
A Mio webcam was positioned inside the Plexiglas table,
on which the game board rests. The table was wrapped in black
felt in the interior to reduce reflective light noise and a lamp
was placed inside the table to improve image quality when

Figure 3. Digital Game Board
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reading QR Codes. From within the table, the webcam
photographs the state of the game board.
The screen based output on which results are shown is
designed to be a lesson in computer programming conventions.
This digital extension of the game board is a grid, labeled
across the x and y axis. The grid is setup in typical computer
graphics fashion—with an origin in the upper left-hand corner
and normal image cutoff (see fig. 3).
The application component functions as a data processor
for user input. When the program receives the webcam image,
the Processing software splices the game board data into
individual images. Each of these image slices is then processed
in order by Shiffman’s QRCode library. The library takes each
image, decodes the QRCode into text to that then calls the
commands. These commands can define variables, set shape
fill colors, or draw specific shapes from player provided input,
among other things.
Shapemaker also has a collection of simplified compiler
errors—messages that let players know when they’ve executed
incomplete or nonsense code. It checks for common mistakes
like calling an undefined variable or missing input data in
shape commands. The software also alerts players to trickier
problems, like if their code will draw a shape off the grid. All
of the error messages are delivered as friendly text alerts that
appear over the digital game board. They were designed to
avoid the typically technical and sometimes cryptic qualities of
error messages in traditional programming languages. Instead,
they are designed to be helpful and encouraging. A few of them
are also expressed visually. For example, if a player codes a
shape with no radius, Shapemaker will draw a minuscule
version of their shape at their programmed coordinates. It also
prints “Shape 1 still needs a radius (or width)” on the screen. If
the player places inputs for a shape command, but doesn’t play
a shape command, a deformed combination of squares and
circles is displayed, along with ”Shape 1 still needs a shape
command”.
The feedback does not tell players how their shapes do not
fulfill the current level’s goals. As long as their code is
properly constructed, the game leaves players to figure out how
their shapes do not fulfill the level goal. The main challenge in
Shapemaker is not constructing code that fulfills the level goal,
it is the construction of code to reflect the players’ wishes. The
level goals are not very challenging by themselves—it is using
the available tools effectively that is challenging.
IV.

GAME AND LEVEL DESIGN

Shapemaker is begun by dealing a hand of seven cards to
each player. The digital game board displays the current level
goal (as seen in fig. 3). Players take turns by drawing a card.
Then, they can either play a card, discard a card from their
hand, or lay any number of cards down on the game board and
run the interpreter. Players continue taking turns until one of
them runs the interpreter and draws a graphic that fulfills the
level goal.
The levels of Shapemaker are designed to slowly introduce
the basics of the game, before letting players fully compete
with one another. The first four levels have simple goals and a
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simplified, controlled version of the rules. For these levels, a
players’ starting hand of cards are predetermined and they do
not draw or discard cards during these levels. None of the
player interaction cards are used, since they would only distract
and complicate the initial learning. Players do not use the entire
physical game board either. A board overlay that hides
unnecessary slots is included for each introductory level.
The first level has the goal “Draw something”, players are
given the four cards needed to draw a shape, and the overlay
only shows the four slots needed to draw a shape visible.
Players only have to deal with information that is directly
related to their simple goal. This prevents them from feeling
overwhelmed by the game’s complexity and allows them to
become comfortable with the basics before trying to
accomplish more specific goals. The following three levels
have slightly more complex goals, but also reveal more game
board slots and include more advanced cards. After these four
learning levels, the goals become more involved, players draw
and discard cards, player interaction cards are included in play,
and the full game board is open for use. Having learned the
basics of the game’s interaction model, players can then enjoy
more open play with their opponent.
V.

EVALUATION

Shapemaker has undergone two sessions of informal user
testing for feedback to guide development of the game,
resulting in the iteration presented in this paper. The first
session was conducted in an informal exposition at Miami
University with an audience of game designers and game
industry professionals. Twelve people played the game and
provided qualitative feedback about the experience. The
feedback from this evaluation session directed revisions to the
instruction set and physical implementation. In the second
session, five people volunteered for user testing, where two of
them played a game of Shapemaker and three watched and
offered comments on the experience. This user test was
conducted in a controlled lab environment and led to revisions
in the game’s feedback system.
The first feedback we received from most volunteers in
both sessions was excitement about the unique approach of the
game towards education and programming. Professional
programmers and their friends found it to be a refreshing
interpretation of programming and were interested in having it
implemented in a classroom setting.
Another common theme from the second testing session
was that player’s did not feel as if they knew how to play the
game. The initial version of Shapemaker did not include any
tutorial levels or instructions. Players were expected to make
educated guesses, check their guesses, and modify their
approach accordingly. But without any direct feedback, players
had difficulty understanding what approaches were getting
them closer to drawing shapes and which ones were not. This
feedback motivated the creation of the tightly controlled
learning levels that were discussed above. It also motivated the
encouraging feedback system. These modifications provide
simplified, clear environments for players to discover how the
interaction model works with the guidance of feedback from
the system.
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One aspect of gameplay that was especially engaging for
players in the second session was the player interaction cards.
Despite other difficulties in gameplay, they clearly enjoyed
playing cards that affected their opponent’s code. It was also
one of the few times that the two players (whom had never met
each other before) directly addressed the other in the game.
Even antagonistic plays seemed to create intimacy between the
two players. Future versions of Shapemaker will include more
of this type of cards to create richer player-to-player interaction
and help in building rapport.
The developers also observed that the Plexiglas table was
too tall for comfortable gameplay. Players had to stand because
sitting down would put the table surface near their nose. While
this was not a problem for testing, it would not work as an
extended physical experience. This issue could not be easily
resolved because the surface must be far enough away that the
webcam can capture the entire surface at once, a distance of
approximately three feet. There are two possible solutions to
this problem. First, players could sit on stools. This would be
an easy solution. Second, the physical interface itself could be
changed to something more appropriate, like wall mounted cars
that facilitate smartphone photography to read the players’
cards. This would require much more work in technical
development, but would ultimately result in a game that is
more suited to mass production.
Overall, the testing done thus far has revealed that people
are excited by the concept and approach of the game. There are
improvements to be made to the technology and the game
mechanics. However, the current iteration of Shapemaker
shows promise by delivering the key parts of the concept in the
gameplay experience.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The concept behind Shapemaker is the most important part
of this project, one that we believe is worth sharing with other
researchers. This approach has real potential to solve issues
facing all computer science educators. We plan to continue
developing the Shapemaker prototype to further demonstrate
this. We plan to explore the spatial context within which
players draw their shapes. More advanced levels might ask
them to complete a graphic, like adding wheels to a graphic of
a car driving down a street. We also plan to create more player
interaction cards, as this was one of the highlights found in the
play experience thus far. Instead of having players compete,
there might be ways to add components of the game where
they have to cooperate.
Shapemaker is an exciting step towards engaging a wider
audience in computer science education. It simplifies the basic
concepts in computer programming and presents them in an
intuitive environment where players can easily gain experience
working with those concepts achieve goals. At the same time,
the game provides opportunities for players to see the syntax
behind their actions without forcing them to use it as part of
gameplay. As it is further developed, Shapemaker comes closer
to realizing its potential to transform the process of introducing
new students to the world of programming and creating a new,
wider demographic of computer programmers.
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